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Vice-Chancellor’s Office

Version:

Academic Board Report
Author/s: Lorraine Petelo

Date: 19/11/2020

Purpose
To provide a summary of the Academic Board meeting held on 18th November 2020.

Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Appendix 1: Full Academic Board report for November 2020
3. Appendix 3. i graduate survey

Recommendations
1. That the Academic Board report is noted.

Executive summary
Introduction
The final Academic Board for 2020 was held on Wednesday 18 November. The incoming
LUSA President was in attendance. The Board thanked the outgoing student
representatives, Sam Blackmore LUSA president, Max Lichtenstein Vice President, and
Charlotte Parry, Tumuaki Te Awhioraki (the first part of the year), for their contribution to the
Board over the last year. This was also the last meeting for the Associate Professor Roland
Harrison, Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture and Life Sciences. His considered contributions
to the Board was acknowledged. The Acting Vice-Chancellor was congratulated on his
recent appointed as Chair of CUAP for 2021.
Agenda items included approval of courses, modification of courses, regulation changes
and revisions to Terms of Reference. A high level summary of a recent international and
national i-graduate student survey covering online delivery and the first semester of the
pandemic, suggests that LU staff made a concentrated effort to engage with Emergency
Remote Teaching and pastoral care in a manner that ensured students were at the centre
1
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of our activities.
T
the planned upcoming hui with LU staff to discuss LU’s journey towards a bicultural campus.
The Research Committee has made solid progress regarding the postgraduate student
experiences both for students and staff, including a comprehensive review of the PhD House
Rules and the creation of a supervisor register.

Progress achieved
Five proposals for new courses were approved.
Three proposals to modify existing courses were approved.
Approval of revisions to 12 policies, procedures and guidelines.
Approval of revisions to the Terms of Reference for the Courses Committee and the
Learning and Teaching Committee.
Approval of changes to five General Course and Examination Regulations
Further progress on assessments and examinations appeals.
A compulsory weekly check-in with
has resulted in a
significant turnaround for many of the students.
Four new articulation pathways were noted.
Feedback was given to the DVC on the Sustainability Plan
Concerns noted in the new timetable for Semester One 2021 are being resolved.

2
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Appendix One

Vice-Chancellor’s Office
Academic Board Report
November 2020
The Academic Board met on Wednesday 18 November 2020. The incoming LUSA President was
in attendance. The Board acknowledged and thanked the outgoing student representatives, Sam
Blackmore LUSA president, Max Lichtenstein Vice President, and Charlotte Parry, Tumuaki Te
Awhioraki (the first part of the year), for their contribution to the Board over the last year.
Associate Professor Roland Harrison Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture and Life Sciences was
acknowledged, thanked and recognised for his contribution to Academic Board.

A DISTINCTIVE AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND END-TO-END STUDENT EXPERIENCE
The Board received a high level summary of the i-graduate COVID-19 Response Barometer survey
results which was undertaken in July. A qualitative analyse of student comments is underway and that
data will be shared before the year end. The aim of that analysis is to have actionable insights for the
university to utilize to further improve our students’ experiences. The Board noted that 272 LU
students choose to participate in the survey, and while the initial outcomes for Lincoln from those
students were generally positive, it needs to be viewed in light of the number of the students who
participated. The report is attached for noting in Appendix Two.
LUSA raised concerns about the November Summer School dates for 2021. The Board was reminded
that LU does set its teaching dates to be aligned with the University of Canterbury. A fruitful discussion
followed which provided some options to resolve the concerns for this year.
The Research Committee Chair advised that its Postgraduate Research Subcommittee is making solid
progress regarding improving the student experiences for students and staff: Postgraduate Research
House Rules are being updated and plan to have these live by end of year: a Supervisor Register is
being developed and once house rules are finalised then next stage is to populate the register;
workshops have been held on research supervisor and student training needs with aim of developing
programmes.
Pastoral s
-in has
resulted in a significant turnaround for many of the students. A coordinated approach with
Learning, Teaching and Library data has enabled the two teams to support students further.

IMPROVED ASSETS AND SUSTAINABLE OPERATING MODELS
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor consulted with Board members to seek their feedback on the draft
Sustainability Plan. Discussion focused particularly on the succinct and useful “Plan on a page”,
the Education and Research focus areas of the Plan and the possibility of a Lincoln University
graduate profile that incorporated sustainability. One seemingly useful suggestion was for a
vision statement that was shorter and more succinct, to encourage greater engagement with the
Plan.
The Learning and Teaching Committee had identified a number of concerns with the new
timetable, which in the main have since been resolved. The Timetable Working Group has been
working with academic staff to ensure issues are addressed. The Board acknowledged the major
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effort by all those who have been involved in producing a practical timetable for 2021 that will
enable a better student and staff experience.
Amendments to the draft 2021 Lincoln University Calendar have been received and a version has been
submitted to Graphics. Further changes may be accepted up to the end of November. To support our
sustainability goals, the 2021 print run will be heavily reduced.

A CULTURE WHICH STIMULATES AND INSPIRES STAFF AND STUDENTS
The first issue of the Mahika Kai Journal was published in October and it is intended to have two
issues per year: April and October. A call has gone out for new submissions: this has a subtheme
of indigenous mahika kai responses during COVID. The Advisory Committee of the Journal
involves two international indigenous researchers who are also practitioners, two academics that
are practitioners in their respective rohe and two community practitioners. Articles are peer
section that grounds and maintains mahika kai as a practice.
Concomitant with the Mahika Kai Conference and Journal, a monthly radio programme of Mahika
Kai Narratives - hosted by Plains FM or iwi) practitioners, researchers and policy makers to discuss all areas related to, impacting on
and providing services to mahika kai. The programme/podcast allows those that are elbow deep
in their practice, who may not ordinarily attend a conference or write an article, to share their
narratives in an open forum.
A range of hui with be held to discuss Lincoln University’s journey towards a bicultural campus.
These hui will be an open forum to talk about what a bicultural campus might look like, what
activities might take place in a team’s respective area and how the University can support moving
through that journey. It is important for staff (and students) to be part of the development of
the bicultural campus and have input into the long journey ahead.

AN ORGANISATION FOCUSED ON MEANINGFUL PARTNERSHIPS
was held in October with attendance from 29 students from 13
schools including Intermediate and High Schools. The focus was to support Taiohi to understand
mahika kai from a Te Waipounamu perspective.
Koukourarata and was funded by the Ministry of Youth Development.
Part of the ordinary business of AAC this year has been to shape and consolidate the process used
for approving articulation proposals including considering the curriculum mapping associated
with transfer and cross credit. This has now been refined to the extent that it can be activated as
soon as proposals are ready for presentation. This work will complement the work external to
the committee on policy, procedure and strategy around articulations, including the China
Partnerships Plan.
The Academic Administration Committee approved articulation proposals for the following
pathways:
)

FACILITATING GROWTH
Academic Board approved the following new courses
ACEN 103 Academic Communication for Undergraduates
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HORT 222 Principles of Propagation and Nursery
MGMT 344 Strategic Management in Wine and Horticultural Business Systems
ENGN 676 Agricultural Engineering.
HORT 107 Introduction to Horticulture
Academic Board approved the modification to existing courses:
ACCT 220 CPA Fundamentals of Business Law
COMM 111 Introductory Statistics
ERST 634 Applied Policy Analysis

A WORLD-CLASS RESEARCH AND TEACHING PRECINCT
The Learning and Teaching Committee (LTC) proposed amendments to a suite of academic
policies and procedures, including one submitted by the Proctor. The Chair noted that the
Committee recommended a number of the policies, particularly those pertaining to examinations
and assessment, would again be further revised in early 2021 to ensure they reflect more fully
the recent changes in learning, teaching and assessment practices.
Academic Board approved modifications to the following Policies, Procedures and Guidelines:
Open Access Policy
Learning and Teaching Policy
Examination Policy
Guidelines for Examiners
Examination Moderators’ Guidelines
Guidelines for Producing Examination Scripts
Course Outline Policy
Micro-credential Policy
Academic Integrity Policy and Procedure
Student Appeals, Complaints and Grievances Policy
Student Appeals, Complaints and Grievances Procedure
Student Representation Policy
Terms of Reference
Academic Board approved modifications to the Terms of Reference for Courses Committee and
the Learning and Teaching Committee.
Regulations
Academic Board approved changes to regulations in Section A: General Course and Examination
Regulations in the Calendar:
Regulations 6 and 7
Section D Formal Examinations
Section E Continuous Assessment
Section F Dishonest Practice and Breach of Instructions
These regulations changes were in response to an internal audit, the move to online delivery, and
changes to assessment and examination procedures. The AAC Convenor indicated that as academic
policies and procedures around assessment are further refined, additional changes to regulations in
2021 may be required.
Research Committee
The Chair of the Research Committee reported that the University response to PBRF consultation
document has been submitted with the key area of focus around the proposal to remove External
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Research Income as a component of the PBRF. Their last meeting included the discussion with the DVC
on the final iteration of the University Research Plan and the focus of the research Committee next
year will be supporting implementation of the plan. They also discussed possible implications of
change proposals on research support capacity and potentially PBRF and as such will be providing a
submission to the current change proposal for LTL.
Academic Quality
The Board was advised of a number of operational academic processes including programmes
required for the 2021 Graduating Year Reviews and the External Academic Reviews. Data for the 2020
Annual Academic Programme Reviews will be circulated in early December, with the AAPRs to be
submitted in April 2021. The 2021 Academic Committee Dates were approved.
CUAP
The Board congratulated Professor Bruce McKenzie on his appointment to the Chair of the Committee
on University Academic Programmes (CUAP) for 2021.
The last CUAP meeting included a proposal that had been flagged for discussion which was
subsequently approved, the GYRs from four of the universities, and of particular interest was the
discussion on the naming of qualifications. The later was particularly in reference to a few Masters
qualifications being approved with the term Professional being inserted in front i.e. Professional
Masters in … CUAP made the decision that in future for new qualifications CUAP will adhere to the
NZQF statement where the generic stem of the title begins with the qualification type and is
completed by a designator.
The first Academic Board meeting for 2021 is a full day meeting on 27th January.
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Lincoln University High-level summary
report

September 2020
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COVID-19 Response Barometer
Lincoln University

The COVID-19 Response Barometer is a global survey developed by research and benchmarking specialists igraduate to provide insight into the institutional response to COVID-19 from the perspective of current
students. Key topics covered by the survey are overall institutional response, communication, online learning
and looking ahead.
This report provides a high-level summary of results for Lincoln University (Lincoln), comparing these to the
national and, on key measures, global benchmark. Analysis for this report excludes students who indicated
that they were studying via distance/online/blended learning prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and students
whose main area of study was an English language preparation course.
This report accompanies a raw data file provided to the University.

The COVID-19 Response Barometer survey was conducted online, with fieldwork open globally from 7 May
2020. Fieldwork at Lincoln ran from 23 July to 17 August 2020. Benchmarks in this report are based on data as
of 28 August 2020. Please note that with the constantly evolving COVID-19 situation and resulting responses,
timing of survey fieldwork is likely to impact on survey results; this should particularly be kept in mind when
making benchmark comparisons.
272 Lincoln students participated in the survey. At a national level, analysis includes 5,272 students from
seven New Zealand tertiary education institutions, and at a global level, 24,009 students from 41 institutions.
Three-fifths (62%) of Lincoln

22% were
14% were postgraduate research/Doctoral students. Students
were at a range of stages through their study and the vast majority of the Lincoln sample (96%) were studying
full-time. This was similar to the national picture. Just under half (44%) of Lincoln
international
students; this compares to a third (33%) of students in the New Zealand benchmark.

The majority of Lincoln
response to COVID-19: 76% of
students were either satisfied or very satisfied. As shown in Figure 1, this is similar to the New Zealand
benchmark (73%) and slightly higher than the global benchmark (70%).
Fig. 1: Overall satisfaction with
Lincoln (272)
NZ (5,272)
Global (24,009)
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Lincoln University

Overall satisfaction with the communication from Lincoln in response to COVID-19 was relatively high: 81% of
students were either satisfied or very satisfied. As shown in Figure 2, again, this was similar to satisfaction
amongst students nationally (79%) and slightly higher than satisfaction amongst students globally (77%).
Fig. 2: Overall satisfaction with the communication from their institution in response to COVID-19
Lincoln (252)
NZ (4,932)
Global (21,869)
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Dissatisfied
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15%

7%

16%

7%

Very dissatisfied

80% of Lincoln students felt that the frequency of communication from the University was about right; this
compared to 74% nationally and 69% globally. 16% of students at Lincoln would have liked more contact and
4% felt there was too much.
As shown in Figure 3, students at Lincoln were most likely to be satisfied with information received from their
university on physical health advice (93% satisfied) and wellbeing support (87%). Satisfaction was lower with
information on financial support (62%) and organisation of online lectures/tutorials (76%). Lincoln students
were similarly satisfied to students nationally with information provided on most topics but were notably
more satisfied with information on organisation of tests/exams.
Fig. 3: Satisfaction with information received from their institution 93%
89%
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Satisfaction with the online learning experience at Lincoln was also relatively high (81% of students satisfied or
very satisfied). As shown in Figure 4, it was above both the New Zealand benchmark (72%) and the global
score (68%).
Fig. 4: Overall satisfaction with the online learning experience at their institution
Lincoln (200)
NZ (4,263)
Global (16,289)
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22%

10%
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Lincoln students were most likely to be satisfied with lectures and tutorials (85%) and online learning
resources and library facilities (85%). Satisfaction was considerably lower, however, with assignments and
group work (66%). Lincoln outperformed the New Zealand benchmark on almost all aspects of online learning.
This is shown in Figure 5.
Fig. 5: Satisfaction with aspects of their online learning experience 85%
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Lincoln University

Asking students to look ahead to when on-site studies resume, over half of Lincoln students indicated that
they would like online lectures (63%), tests and exams (62%) and tutorials (51%) to continue. Only one-in-ten
(11%) Lincoln students did not want any online activities to continue. As shown in Figure 6, desire to continue
online activities was notably higher amongst Lincoln students than students nationally. 1
Fig. 6: Which online activities students would like to continue when on-site studies resume
Lectures
Tests and exams

62%

39%

Tutorials

51%

38%

Assignments and group work

41%

32%

Support services
Other
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30%
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Lincoln

24%

New Zealand

As may be expected, levels of concern about continuing further studies, completing their course or graduating
were high, with half of Lincoln students (50%) indicating that they were concerned or very concerned. As
shown in Figure 7, this figure is similar to students nationally (46%) but notably lower than amongst students
globally (63%).
Fig. 7: Level of concern about continuing further studies, completing their course or graduating
Lincoln (235)
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This question was not asked to final year students.
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Lincoln students were most likely to be concerned about the impact of COVID-19 on their future career (33%
citing this as their main concern). As shown in Figure 8, this was more likely to be the main concern for
students at Lincoln than students nationally.
Fig. 8 What concerns students most about COVID-19
33%

Impact on my future career

24%
20%

Physical and mental health risks

27%
16%

Completing my studies on time

20%
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Travel restrictions
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